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Deep-pocket group buys houses on behalf of renters

SEPTEMBER 1, 2015, 7:10 PM

ut of the rubble of one of the nation's hardest-hit housing markets have emerged several

real-estate startups aimed at helping buyers sidestep mistakes.

Among them, a deep-pocket global investment group has bankrolled a new spin on rent-to-own

houses; about 100 Orlando families are giving it a try. In addition, an Orlando investor is launching a

brokerage tool that targets investor buyers. Another site gives Orlando-specific estimates on home

improvements.

Rent now; buy later

Chuluota resident Amy Gould, 32, lost her Conway home in a distress sale but connected with a

company that purchased another one for her to rent, at least temporarily. Home Partners of America

rolled out a year ago with a rent-to-own program that allows qualified renters to shop for houses

among those listed for sale on the market. Then renters select their choice, and the deep-pocket Home

Partners group purchases it for them, giving them five years to buy it.
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"You're essentially buying it, but you're not providing upfront funds to purchase it," Gould said.

One of more than 100,000 Metro Orlando homeowners who lost their houses to foreclosures or short

sales during the crash, Gould said the program allows her to live in a well-located, "nice" house that

she can purchase once her family restores its credit.
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Unlike traditional rent-to-own programs, Home Partners does not apply rental payments to the

purchase price. Tenants must pay two months' rent as a deposit. Rent increases are capped at 3.75

percent annually, and the purchase price increases at a 5 percent annually compounded rate above the



total acquisition cost.

If the company's total investment in an Orlando-area house is $250,000, residents can purchase the

home during the first year for $262,500 and during the second year for $275,625.

The Goulds have been in the house five months and say they are on track to save $10,000 to $20,000

for a down payment so they can purchase it in early 2017.
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Bankrolled with $800 million, Home Partners of America vets renters, home conditions, school

districts and neighborhoods before purchasing anything.

"We're not buying it blind," said Bill Young, chief executive officer of Home Partners of America, which

is based in Chicago. "And consumers are seeking good values too."

If the houses and their prospective renter/buyers measure up, Home Partners pays cash. The cash

deals expedite the closing, and renters are typically in the homes within 40 days, Young said.

The new program also differs from its predecessors because tenants have a much greater selection of

houses. Most are higher quality than those in the rental pool, Young added.

Tenants can opt out at the end of the lease. Gould said that renting her home wasn't so bad recently

when the air conditioner broke, and the property-management company repaired it immediately at no

cost to her family.

Control commissions

Orlando real-estate investor Ron Richards next month is launching a brokerage that charges a flat fee

rather than a percentage commission.

Called Kuzza, the brokerage also provides an investor tool to help educate buyers before they make a

purchase. Its approach combines elements of various websites:

•Real-time property listings through the multiple-listing service.

•Free classifieds for sellers to list properties.

•Florida property-tax data that provide information about comparable sales.

•Calculators to help determine investments necessary to rent or to resell properties.

"This is informing the next buyer to be smarter on investment decisions, giving them access to data

and investment tools," he said. "It will only help restabilize the Orlando market."



Beyond those features, Richards said the site will offer a social platform so that buyers and sellers can

locate and communicate with contractors to rehab the properties. Vendors pay to advertise on the site.

Gauge costs

Many new homeowners spend more time and money than anticipated on improvements. One website,

HomeAdvisor.com, has rolled out a localized home-improvement estimator to educate buyers about

the average costs they will incur for improvements.

In Metro Orlando, homebuyers and homeowners can expect to pay an average of $2,929 to install a

patio or pathway, for instance, which is $723 less than the national average, according to the calculator

from referral service HomeAdvisor. On the other hand, they would likely pay $245 more than the

national average to install wood floors, with the TrueCost calculator citing an average of $4,677 in

Central Florida. HomeAdvisor also lists contact information for advertisers who provide

home-improvement services.

"Homebuyers are unprepared for projects and expenses that come with homeownership," a

spokeswoman said.

How unprepared? More than half of buyers encountered unexpected home projects within the first

year of homeownership, a HomeAdvisor study found.
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